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INNOVATIVE.
Commercial kitchen equipment – 
everythingfrom a single source



Salvis is a Swiss company that is over 100 years old. We build high-quality  
hobs and appliances for professional kitchens. Salvis stands for energy-saving  
and  easy-to-use products with the best baking and cooking results.

100 years of Salvis. Salvis ––> Franke ––> Salvis

Experience and tradition 

Salvis is based in Oftringen in the heart of 
Switzerland. Decades of experience and 
tradition are the foundations of the com-
pany’s current image. The combined 
know-how of Franke Verpflegungstechnik 
AG (founded in 1911) and Salvis Lucerne 
(founded in 1915) was incorporated into 
the present-day Salvis AG and further 
perfected.

Commitment and passion 

Perfect kitchen solutions cannot be mas-
tered only with experience. The necessary 
commitment is required to achieve the 
best possible performance. Many employ-
ees who give their best every day to 
meet our high-quality standards are be-
hind every kitchen and  Combi-Steamer 
that is built. 

Innovation 

Chefs are creative and seek solutions 
bordering on the thermal and physical 
limits. Salvis has been working on these 
challenges for over 100 years and has 
carried out  pioneering work on many 
products, such as the Pressure Steam-
er, the Salamander with its variable 
reflector and plate recognition or 
the Vacuum Packaging System Green-
VAC.



smart cooking  by SALVIS

Expertise, innovation and quality galore.

smart cooking – the success lies in the system

The smart cooking principle enables clever and stress-free cooking. It is based on the ecological vacuuming packaging system Salvis 
GreenVAC. Time-delayed production guarantees consistent quality, simplifies work processes and increases the kitchen’s output. It is 
possible to extend the freshness of food and simplify work processes in the kitchen at the same time thanks to the features of the Salvis 
GreenVAC. smart cooking guarantees satisfaction among guests and hosts alike.

Production Hot filling blast chilling Fresh storage Vitalisation

The principle is simple:

Large quantities of fresh products can be pre-produced and prepared at any time. The cooking process is interrupted in the blast-chiller in 
the GreenVAC container and preserved at the same time. The food is stored temporarily until it is needed. The flavours and nutritional 
values are preserved. The gentle vitalisation process is separated from production for the perfect food experience.

Our concept - a well thought-out system
Optimised workflows. Time saving. Freshness



Brauhaus Freihof DE-Wiesloch

«Without the freedom to plan my  
kitchen, I could not cook the quality 
of my dishes.»

   
   We build professional catering kitchens designed for decades. Everything must be right down to the last detail.  

   This requires finely tuned technology that fits the needs of the business and the user! 
 



The Salvis VisionPRO and Salvis Master hob ranges combine precision, the highest quality workmanship and a long service life with the 
latest innovative technical solutions. Completely tailor-made – completely customisable. Smooth surfaces, large radii and rounded-off 
edges make the base and top of the Salvis VisionPRO and Salvis Master hobs particularly easy to use and clean.

GROUNDBREAKING. Ranges of hobs Salvis VisionPRO and Salvis Master.  
A high degree of flexibility in the top and base  
combined with the latest innovative technical solutions.  
Fully integrated. Hygienic. Tailor-made.

Salvis hobs are the right investment for the future, supported by reliable technology
The focus is always on the optimisation of processes and the reduction of operating costs

Every hob is a masterpiece. Each one is the result of individual planning and tailor-made production after assessing 
the needs of restaurateurs in due consideration of the unique structural conditions in which they operate

Quality through in-house production. The thermal components are developed, tested and installed in our own factory 
This is the only way that we can guarantee a high standard of quality and performance

Range of hobs Salvis Master

Range of hobs Salvis VisionPRO



Lowest possible operating costs 
Full energy-efficient package of eco-friendly features 

QT modesl have twice the cooking chamber size. All of them have an 
GN 2/1 ccoking chamber! 
The T-models have a width of only 55 cm.

A-la-carte selection 
EASY : Convenient for working at stations and in bistro kitchens
PRO models have cooking programs and a cleaning system included

UNRIVALLED. The Combi-Steamer 
Salvis CucinaEVO. Cooking environment 
virtuosi for the competent kitchen. 
Convenient. On-demand. Solid.

Space. Power. Design.

Salvis CucinaEVO fulfils every requirement from chefs for an easy-to-use, powerful and perfectly equipped Combi-Steamer. And always 
with one more argument.

Our vision becomes reality – developed by chefs for chefs! 

Salvis CucinaEVO 623T Salvis CucinaEVO 1011QT Salvis CucinaEVO Dual Rack 
611QT on 611QT



Gastro-Bildungszentrum Aargau, CH-Lenzburg

For several generations we have had our environment at heart. As 
a Swiss industrial company we are currently exporting our products 
to over 50 countries around the world. We are glad to take this re-
sponsibility seriously and develop and produce our equipment ac-
cording to latest technological standards.

Our thermal cooking systems have a global ecological concept 
involving all kinds of resources, such as the installation of heat ex-
changers (pressure and combi-steamers) 

in order to use waste heat effectively by using it to heat water. Three-
fold glazing in all combi-steamers assure that the energy is left 
where it belongs – in the oven chamber. By using the latest engine 
technology positively influences the balance of energy up to 65% to 
name just a few factors. 

Salvis combi-steamers, salamanders and deep fryers are eligible 
for subsidies from EcoGastro in Switzerland.

«Sustainable appliance technology» 
Our origin obliges!



OUTSTANDING. The Salvis Pressure 
Steamer VitalityEVO. 
Perfect cooking results in record time. 
Gentle. Healthy. Multi-functional.

The Salvis Pressure Steamer VitalityEVO is the perfect addition to 
a kitchen where there is a need for quick, gentle and high-quality 
processes. The cooking times are reduced up to 70 % in the pressure 
range, bringing efficiency into the kitchen. 

A reduction of cooking time by up to 70 % guarantees 
greater freshness and ensures increased turnover

Precision cooking enables the appliance to be used 
versatilely for sous-vide or over night cooking

The food preserves its colour, shape, flavours and 
nutritional value

Pressure Steamer Salvis VitalityEVO

ACCOMPLISHED. The Deep Fat Fryers 
Salvis Fryline. 
Very easy handling. Best product quality. 
Maximum efficiency.

The Deep Fat Fryers Salvis Fryline are available in the Easy or Pro 
versions. All models are available as a standalone or built-in model. 
Integrated fat / oil filter system. They leave nothing to be desired in 
terms of performance, operation and care.

Lowest possible operating costs
Full energy-efficient and eco-friendly package 

Extremely easy to maintain thanks to their structural 
design with deep-drawn pans and an optional pump 
and / basket lift system 

Less oil consumption thanks to a powerful flat 
heating element. The electronic sensor allows for 
deep fat frying at temperatures as low as 165 °C

Deep Fat Fryers Salvis Fryline Pro, Type SFR42 



CROWNING. The Salamander Salvis 
Classic and Salvis Classic Pro.  
A golden brown crust in an instant. 
Quick. Loadable on all sides.

Salvis Salamanders are a MUST in every kitchen. The “constantly 
cold” handle and the variable reflector are their trademark. The strik-
ing design is complemented by their innovative style and energy-sav-
ing automatic plate recognition feature.

The Classic and Classic Pro model pays for itself 
within a very short time thanks to its simple plate 
recognition. Energy on demand!

The Salvis Salamanders allow a constant monitoring 
of the food being cooked thanks to its 3-sided 
accessibility and wall mounting system

The HiLight system allows fast heating-up times and 
delivers very precise heat

Salamander Salvis Classic ProSalamander Salvis Classic

POWERFUL. The Induction  
cooking range Salvis Compactline. 
Achieve success with front  
cooking freshness.

Front cooking with style. The mobile cooking units with their compact 
design and clear lines deliver maximum performance in the catering 
and hospitality sectors. With an effective induction hob or wok for 
the live guest experience.

Flexibility pays off – catering and show cooking with 
proven induction technology

Efficient individual cooking zones with 3,5 kW and   
5 kW and a 270 mm coil diameter for large events

Fresh cuisine guaranteed! Handy practical design 
with efficient technology

Induction cooking unit
Salvis Compactline

Induction Wok
Salvis Compactline



SOPHISTICATED. The Modulaire Cooking 
Range Salvis Smartline. 
The perfect system solution for small and 
large professional kitchens. 
Simple. Individual. Expandable.

Salvis Smartline is a complete thermal cooking range. Every module 
is available as a height-adjustable table-top unit or as a virtually flush 
built-in component. The perfect system solution for large profession-
al kitchens as well as for satellite kitchens, front kitchens and 
 takeaways.

Front cooking – added value for every guest and 
restaurateur 

Easy to use without instructions. Suitable for every 
culinary concept

Efficient, easy-to-maintain snack units

COMPLETE. The Mobile Cooking Station 
Salvis Fresh&Smart. Cook in front 
of guests wherever they are with the 
Smartline cooking units from Salvis. 
Mobile. Practical. Odourless.

The Salvis fresh-air cooking station Fresh&Smart is the profession-
al front cooking solution. The innovative steam extraction on three 
sides neutralises unpleasant odours virtually completely thanks to 
a high-performance filter.

Able to handle increases in turnover as required
Quickly adaptable to any concept

Hygienic solution in hospitality and catering 
With combined odour and contaminant filter

Ergonomic workstation with minimum space 
requirements

Mobile Cooking Station Salvis Fresh&SmartPasta Cooker Salvis SmartlineGriddle Plate Salvis Smartline



   
Flexible concepts are our strength. With interchangeable equipment and lines, new food concepts 

outside the traditional catering sector can be created within a very short time. 



INTELLIGENT. The Vacuum Packaging 
System Salvis GreenVAC. Convenient 
vacuuming in a container without a  
bag – even with delicate food. 
Simple. Quick. Rewarding.

Salvis GreenVAC is an environmentally friendly multi-cycle vacuum-
ing system. It ensures a maximum vacuum directly in a specially 
designed Gastronorm container. Salvis GreenVAC extends shelf  life, 
optimises your mise en place and dispenses with decanting products 
into portions. Perfect for storage, out-of-house and  catering areas.

Reduces the cost of goods in the kitchen, 
thus  increasing the return on investment

GreenVAC lengthens the storage life of products, 
optimizes your mise en place, and makes the 
portion-based movement of food between containers 
redundant. Perfect for systematic stock management, 

Reduces food waste and film consumption by 
up to 65 %

Vacuum Packaging System Salvis GreenVAC



FLEXIBLE. The Frying and Cooking 
Appliances Salvis Marmite. The 
innovative all-round unit. Just as suitable 
for à-la-carte cuisine as they are for 
community catering.

The Salvis Marmite is an innovative all-round unit. This high-quality 
Marmite with its special frying surface construction is highly eco-
nomical in any kitchen thanks to its low-energy consumption and 
compact dimensions.

Practical investment in every kitchen
Space-saving frying and cooking unit in one

Suitable for mobile use or as a standalone unit
Practical accessories are available

High degree of flexibility due to its 60 l capacity 
High-quality frying surface – no sticking any more

MATURE. The Furniture Range  
Salvis Gastroline. Almost unlimited 
possible combinations. 
Energy-efficient. Hygienic. Eco-friendly.

Salvis Gastroline offers an individual solution for every requirement. 
The hygienic design of the refrigerated, heated and neutral model 
meets the highest standards. Large radii, the full pull-out frame and 
the joint-free floor in the refrigeration units simplify daily cleaning.

Solid covers, additional reinforcements and 
 maintenance-free components guarantee a long 
service life

Great planning freedom due to the different versions 
that are available

Food safety due to its hygienic design

Frying and Cooking Appliance Salvis Marmite 800 Plus Refrigeration Furniture Salvis Gastroline



EFFICIENT. Food Service Equipment 
Salvis K-Line. The product range for 
large quantities. 
Modular. Efficient. Practical.

The comprehensive and efficient Salvis range of equipment K-Line 
is designed for the preparation of large quantities in community 
catering, company catering, social catering and the hotel business. 
The modular range of free-standing appliances combines proven 
engineering with a solid and stable finish. Perfect kitchen solutions 
can be realised to suit your individual needs in combination with a 
variety of thermal components in the electric and gas models. 

Modular system with a high degree of flexibility in 
the choice of components and energy

Rotary toggle control or intelligent KCI control with 
networking option according to DIN TS 18898 

Effective connection of the appliances with a 
sunken U-shaped profile for easy cleaning

FUNCTIONAL. Modular Cooking 
Appliances Salvis Functionline. The right 
solution for every requirement. 
Variable. Quick. Flexible.

The Salvis Functionline offers demand-orientated solutions for 
high-performance business kitchens such as canteens, hospitals, 
retirement homes, hotels and restaurants. Unlimited possible com-
binations, extreme flexibility and plain design make this the must-
have range for professional commercial kitchens.

Wide range of large high-performance cooking 
units for flexible planning.

High equipment quality with simple, explanation-free 
operation. 

Perfect hygiene thanks to absolutely easy-to-clean 
equipment and a proven patented connection system 
with an almost seamless hairline.

Food Service Equipment Salvis K-Line Flexible kitchens with Salvis Functionline



From chef to chef 
A-la-carte training expertise

Join us at various training locations and get 
excited about the latest developments and 
application ideas. Interesting relevant top-
ics and production methods are practically 
served in bite-sized chunks. Contempo-
rary, interesting and sometimes ground-
breaking.

The Salvis Service.
Salvis appliances come with  
a solid service package.

Assistance & coaching 
with  smart cooking

All of our staff are involved in a continuous 
education process.  Internal exchanges 
about all objects and kitchens used in 
Europe has resulted in the creation of 
many solutions ready for you.  
smart cooking is our under standing of 
processes in the context of efficiency and 
quality.

Customer service & mainte-
nance. Regional organisation 
for quick assistance
Many Salvis products are fitted with their 
own diagnostic system. This simplifies pro-
cedures in the event of technical malfunc-
tions and saves time spent on analysis by 
the service technician. Our partners near 
you are trained annually at our head office; 
this makes them independent local service 
providers.



smart cooking means cooking profitably and 
economically with cook-and-chill production,  
using Salvis GreenVAC vacuum technology.  
smart cooking is the perfect recipe for happy 
hosts and guests.

Salvis total kitchen concept 
Individual needs analysis, assistance and design

Different catering concepts require an individual analysis of the business structure, food selection and number of guests. The require-
ments and the specification for the new kitchen are clarified in the consultation. The kitchen organisation, logistics flow and technical 
equipment are determined during the design phase. Structural conditions, regulatory requirements,  hygiene regulations and potential 
energy savings are also taken into account here. However, the kitchen must also be able to adapt flexibly to new market trends in the 
catering sector.

Our service in detail:

	� Detailed needs analysis and design  

	� Professional kitchen planning 

	� Comprehensive project management and coordination 

	� Customised production 

	� Professional installation and handover 

	� Initial instruction by our kitchen professionals 

	� technical service support 

	� Cooking advice and seminars

SALVIS AG
Nordstrasse 15
CH-4665 Oftringen
www.salvis.ch

Telephone +41 62 788 18 18
E-mail info@salvis.ch 07
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